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ABSTRACT

Stirred milling technology is used extensively for fine grinding in the ceramic, paint and pharmaceutical industrials. It has been recently adopted by the mining industry. Specific conditions in the mining industry require somewhat different operation of this technology. However, the basic principles of operation are the same and the accumulated knowledge and experience developed in these other industries could be used to assist mining operations to get the most benefit from the stirred milling technology.

This paper presents some of the important aspects of stirred milling operation discussed in the literature and not commonly known within the mining industry: grinding media motion, active grinding volume, wear of grinding media and energy transfer, stress intensity, scale-up issues and flow limitations. The intention is to introduce a “different perspective” of stirred milling technology, in particular highlighting its potential benefits and limitations.

HISTORY

Stirred milling technology may be regarded as relatively new in minerals processing, however it is a mature and extensively used technology in the ceramic, paint and pharmaceutical industries. The latest development of this technology is in the area of “Nano-grinding” for grinding down to nano-sizes. One may say that stirred mills used today in mining and minerals processing are equivalent to the early models of stirred mills used in parallel industries.

The most commonly used stirred mills in mining and minerals processing are the VERTIMILL®, STIRRED MEDIA DETRITOR (SMD®) and ISAMILL® and a brief history of their development is given below.
**VERTIMILL®**

The predecessor of today’s VERTIMILL® is the Tower Mill which was introduced in 1953 by the Nichitsu Mining Industry Co., Ltd. It was invented by a chemical engineer, Iwasaki Iskoichi, and developed further with input from others. In the beginning, different stirrer designs were tested, with the screw type stirrer being chosen as the standard for use as a consequence of this testing. After Iwasaki’s death in 1954, a new company Nippon Funsaiki (Japan Crushing Mashines) in Tokyo was founded to exclusively produce the Abrasive Toushiki (steeple-like) Crusher. Hereafter, as the crusher become widely used, it was named “Tower Mill” and in 1965 the Japan Tower Mill Co., Ltd was established. In 1983, Kubota Ironworks Co. purchased the Japan Tower Mill Co., Ltd, and it supplied the technology as Kubota Tower mills. The latest “owner” of Tower mill is Nippon-Eirich.

In 1979, two Tower mills were supplied to the American Hoosier Power station, sparking interest in the technology by various American grinding equipment manufacturers. The Koppers Company, Inc. located in York Pennsylvania adopted the new fine grinding technology in the early 80’s (Hively and Jons, 1983) after which the Tower mill was manufactured by MPSI under a license agreement with the Japanese. In 1991, the license expired and Svedala Industries, Inc obtained all rights to the technology, except the name which was changed to VERTIMILL®. Svedela Industries (now trading under the banner of Metso Minerals Ltd) have installed over 250 of these units around the world.

**STIRRED MEDIA DETRITOR (SMD®)**

English China Clays developed an attrition stirred sand mill during the 1960’s and in 1969 the first production scale machines were installed in a kaolin plant. Currently ECC, now Imerys, operate more than 200 attrition sand mills in their kaolin and calcium carbonate plants around the world.

In 1996, Svedala and ECC signed a license agreement enabling attrition sand mills to be supplied for the Century Zinc Project. In the following year, this licence was expanded, enabling Svedala
(and now Metso Minerals Ltd) to manufacture and supply the STIRRED MEDIA DETRITOR (SMD®) globally for all applications other than the white pigment industry.

After extensive testing, four SMD® mills were installed at Pasminco’s Elura operation in 1998 and 18 machines were installed in the Century Zinc concentrator in July 1999. Since 1998, 45 units have been installed in base metal concentrators all around the world.

**ISAMILL®**

The ISAMILL® was developed by Mt Isa Mines Limited and Netszch-Feinmahltechnik GmbH in the 1990s. By the end of 1994, this technology had become an integral part of the Lead/Zinc concentrator flowsheet. During 1995, the concentrator at McArthur Mining Limited commenced operation with a large 3 m$^3$ volume 1.1 MW ISAMILL® (Enderle et al, 1997).

ISAMILL® is in fact a large version of the Netszch horizontal stirred mill which was being used for various ultrafine grinding applications in various chemical processing industries. To make this horizontal mill suitable for use in the mining industry, the mechanical engineering challenges involved in expanding the volume by a factor of 6 (the largest mill at that time being 0.5 m$^3$ in volume) were addressed. The most distinctive feature of the ISAMILL is its media separation system that enables slurry to exit the mill but prevents the grinding media from leaving the mill (Enderle et al, 1997).

Since this time, the ISAMILL® technology has been implemented at several mining operations and undergone further development. The latest development is a 2.6 MW, 10 m$^3$ unit installed and operating in the Merensky Platinum Tailings retreatment process (Buys et al, 2005)

**FUNDAMENTALS OF STIRRED MILLING**

For development and refinement of any technology, an understanding of its fundamental processes is required. The fundamentals of fine grinding were established by Professor Klaus Schonert in the 1980s and the fundamentals of stirred milling where developed in the 1980s and
1990s by German researchers, Steier, Schwedes, Stehr, Kwade and others. This work led to the
development of a new generation of stirred mills capable of grinding finer and finer.

Stirred milling development work in the mining industry up until this time has been limited to
that related to simply adopting the technology and making it work in high throughput, low value
product conditions: larger mill sizes, low cost grinding media, wear protection, etc. Only limited
work on the fundamentals has been undertaken and there therefore remains many important
issues of stirred milling operation which are not well understood by the industry. A purpose of
this paper is to review some of the findings of the fundamental work performed thus far.

MEDIA MOTION

The complex motion of the media and fluid in stirred mills is still not understood in detail.
Several studies, both theoretical and experimental, have been conducted on different aspects of
this subject and the results reported in the literature (Novosad, 1963, Rydin, et all, 1993, Blecher
Conway-Baker et all, 2002). The most comprehensive study was published by Theuerkauf and
Schwedes in 1999 which explored the operation of both horizontal mills with disk stirrers and
vertical pin mills. Media velocities were measured using a light-sheet technique. Figure 1 shows
the comparison between the measured and calculated (using CFD) radial-axial fluid velocities. In
general, good agreement was obtained, although it was found that numerical solution
overpredicted the liquid velocity close to the stirrer shaft.
In the gap between the tip of the stirrer disc and the mill wall, grinding beads move in circular rings of different circumferential velocities. Figure 2 shows that these relative velocities decrease with increasing radius.

When comparing the mixing achieved by disc and pin type stirrers, it was found that the flow field resulting from the pin stirrer was more mixed. The pin type stirrers exhibited higher and more fluctuating circumferential fluid velocities than the disc stirrers. It was therefore confirmed that to achieve intense mixing, a stirrer with pins should be used.
**ACTIVE GRINDING VOLUME**

The active grinding volume in a stirred mill was first determined by simulation and later investigated by measurements. Grinding is a consequence of the velocity gradient between the grinding media and the particles in the slurry which generate stress events. The different gray shades in Figure 3 indicate the different stress energies (dark zones=high stress energies) present within the volume of a stirred mill. The distinct stress energy regions in the mill are as follows:

- **$V_1$** – Media tangential velocity drops from a high velocity at the disc surface to about 50% of the tip speed over an axial distance of 2.5 mm, independent of disc size and disk spacing, but dependent on grinding media size.
- **$V_2$** – Media tangential velocity drops from almost tip speed to almost zero.
- **$V_3$** – Small stress energies are acting within about 60% of the mill volume.
- **$V_4$** – The grinding media and particles are interacting with almost the same velocity thus resulting in negligible stress energies. This region comprises about 25% of the mill volume.

![Figure 3. Different stress energy regions in the grinding chamber.](After Stender et al., 2001, 2004)
For typical fine grinding minerals processing applications (feed size about 30 to 50 microns and product size 7 to 15 microns), it is estimated that only 10 to 15% of the mill volume has stress energies higher than the 0.01 Nm required for active grinding. At coarser feed and product sizes, the required stress energy increases and the active volume decreases.

In 1997, Jankovic and Morell introduced the concept of separate grinding zones within the Tower mill and pin mill. Figure 4 and 5 shows the grinding zones and the grinding media velocity profiles assumed in these regions. This concept was used to create media motion and power models. A qualitative assessment of the areas where grinding may take place and the “dead volume” was also presented.

The active grinding volume of VERTIMILL® and STIRRED MEDIA DETRITOR (SMD®) is currently under investigation by Metso Minerals in an internal research program.

![Figure 4. Zones and media velocity profiles in a pin stirred mill (After Jankovic and Morrell, 1997)](image_url)
GRINDING MEDIA WEAR AND ENERGY TRANSFER

Cost and performance are the primary considerations when selecting grinding media. Almost half of the operating costs of the SMD® mills at Century is the cost of grinding media (Burgess et al, 2001). Properties that affect the choice of grinding media include:

- Size
- Type
- Competency
- Hardness
A wide range of grinding media types are used in stirred mills, however in the minerals industry the decision is usually driven by cost which has led to the use of coarse sand, granulated slag and sized ore. A common problem with low grade sand media is that it has internal flaws and tends to break rapidly. This leads to high consumption of grinding media and high wear of mill internals.

Experimental investigation performed using fused corundum and silicon carbide as the grinding media in comminution show that the wear of these grinding beads is affected by structural constitution. The wear of grinding beads is determined by structure and hardness (Vicker hardness) of beads as well as the hardness and shape of ground material (Becker and Schwedes, 1999).

Figure 6 shows the effect of relative bead hardness (ratio between the hardness of grinding beads \(HV_{gb}\) to hardness of the product, \(HV_p\)) on the wear of grinding beads for energy inputs of about 278 kWh/t. The wear decreases with increasing hardness of the grinding bead material.

Although fused corundum and silicon carbide have the same hardness, higher grinding media wear was obtained when grinding with silicon carbide than with the fused corundum. It was found that the ground particle shape also had an effect on wear. When the relative bead hardness
multiplied by the shape factor was plotted against wear (for a constant energy input) all results could be fitted by one line (see Figure 7).

Figure 7. Effect of hardness of grinding beads hardness of product particles and shape of product particle on grinding bead wear (After Becker and Schwedes, 1999)

Media hardness is acknowledged to have a significant effect on grinding performance (Lichter and Davey, 2001). Figure 8 shows test results from batch grinding tests performed for the same duration but with different media. This graph intends to show that harder media (Mohs scale) gives a finer product. However note that there is also a density effect which results in a higher power input with denser media. Therefore the effect shown in the figure is not only due to hardness.
Figure 8. Grinding media hardness effect on grinding (After Lichter and Davey)

The effect of grinding media hardness on grinding efficiency was investigated by Becker et al, 2001. The energy transfer from grinding media to the product particles was represented as a single spring-mass model without damping, as shown in Figure 9. It was found that the portion of the energy which can be transferred to the product particle can be described by the following relationship:

\[
E_{p, rel} = \frac{Y_{gm}}{Y_{gm} + Y_{p}}
\]

Where: 
- \( E_{p, rel} \) - portion of the energy which can be transferred to the product particle
- \( Y_{gm} \) - Young’s modulus for the grinding media
- \( Y_{p} \) - Young’s modulus for the product material
Figure 10 shows the fraction of energy which is transferred to the product particle as a function of the Young’s modulus of the grinding media and the product particle. The higher the ratio, the more energy that can be transferred to the particle during one stress event. Since limestone has a relatively low Young’s modulus (30 Gpa), the amount of energy that can be transferred does not change significantly if the grinding media is glass (63 GPa) or steel (240 Gpa). Therefore, the Young’s modulus of the grinding media does not have a big effect on comminution of soft materials such as limestone or galena concentrates. However, for grinding harder products such as fused corundum or pyrite concentrates with a high silica content, choice of grinding media type is important as ineffective grinding media (softer than product) would result in inefficient grinding.

Figure 9. Model of energy transfer from grinding media to the product particles (After Becker et all, 2001)
At present, there has been no procedure published on how to select the appropriate grinding media for mineral processing applications. Usually, extensive testwork is recommended to assess and compare different options. Usually plants undertake industrial trials which are often expensive. The above examples show that there are fundamental properties of materials that can be related to performance in stirred milling applications. Prior to commencing an extensive testwork campaign or industrial testing, it is recommended that the fundamental properties of the potential grinding media and material to be ground be determined. This may significantly reduce the size of the testing program required and prevent costly unnecessary plant trials.

**STRESS INTENSITY**

There is a large number of parameters which can affect the grinding in stirred mills. Up to 44 parameters of influence were identified by Molls and Hornle (1972). A significant number of these parameters may be classified as unimportant but nonetheless the complexity of the subject is evident. Figure 11 shows that the specific energy describes the influence of mill size, tip speed of stirrer, solid concentration and density of grinding media on comminution results over a wide
parameter range. As a first approximation, there is a straight line correlation between the specific energy and the produced particle size on a log-log diagram. However, there is a variation of more than +/- 20% from the fitted curve. It is estimated that measurement error amounts to +/- 8% only and the remaining variation is therefore a consequence of the effect of the process variables.

Figure 11. Product fineness as function of specific energy input for comminution of limestone (Stehr, 1982; Stehr and Schwedes, 1982; Weit, 1987; Weit and Schwedes, 1987; Weit et al., 1986).

Numerous studies conducted in the last ten years have shown that stirrer speed and grinding media density and size have a significant influence on comminution results. Work published by Kwade and Schwedes (1996, 1999) indicates that in high speed stirred mills the effect of mill tip speed, media size and density can be evaluated simultaneously using the grinding media “stress intensity” approach:

\[ SI_m = D_m^2 (\rho_m - \rho) v_t^2 \]  

(1)
where: $D_m$ - grinding media size (m)  
$\rho_m$ - grinding media density (kg/m$^3$)  
$\rho$ - slurry density (kg/m$^3$)  
$v_t$ - stirrer tip speed (m/s)  
$SI_m$ - stress intensity of the grinding media (Nm)

For different specific energy inputs, different relationships exist between the stress intensity and product fineness. In Figure 12, the curves for six different specific energies are presented. Each curve has a different optimum value of stress intensity. With increasing specific energy and therefore increasing product fineness, the optimum stress intensity decreases because with decreasing particle size, less stress energy and smaller forces of pressure are required to break a product particle.

![Figure 12. Product fineness as function of stress intensity and specific energy input for comminution of limestone (After Becker et al, 2001)](image)

The stress intensity concept was originally developed for high speed horizontal stirred mills and later studies conducted by the author (Jankovic, 2001; Jankovic, 2003) have shown that this concept is also valid for vertical stirred mills such as a pilot Tower mill and SAM mill as well as...
a laboratory pin mill (see Figures 13 and 14). This work also suggests that the stress intensity analysis from one mill design cannot be applied directly to a different type of mill.

Figure 13: Grinding product size at 20 kWh/t energy input as a function of stress intensity (After Jankovic, 2001)
Stress Intensity can be used for optimization of stirred milling operations as it effectively describes the effect of the most important variables. Once the optimum stress intensity is determined with one grinding media type, alternative media types need only be compared at this optimum stress intensity, thus reducing the amount of testwork to be performed.

APPLICATION

There are a number of important issues which should be considered when applying stirred milling technology in the mining industry: unit size, availability, operating cost, grinding range, scale-up and flowrate limitations.

SCALE-UP

The performance achieved from a full scale mill can be estimated directly from the relationship between specific energy and product size obtained at laboratory scale for both the STIRRED MEDIA DETRITOR (SMD®) and ISAMILL®. Figure 15 shows the laboratory 1.5 liter variable
speed Netzsch mill used for ISAMILL® scale-up and comparison between the lab and full size unit grinding results. Energy consumption is measured directly using a power meter.

Figure 15. Laboratory 1.5 l Netzsch batch mill and ISAMILL® scale-up example – (After Gao et al, 2002)

Figure 16 shows a picture of the laboratory Metso Minerals STIRRED MEDIA DETRITOR (SMD®) test mill which can be fitted with 1.4, 6.5 and 15 l capacity cylindrical grinding chambers. The grinding vessel is mounted on a near frictionless table which has a protruding torque arm and is free to rotate. The energy consumption is measured indirectly, by measuring torque reaction by a load cell. Metso Minerals also have two sizes of pilot units (7.5 kW and 18 kW) which can be used for continuous testing in the plant.
Work published by Karbstein et al, 1996 shows that there is a limit in the size of laboratory units that can be used for direct energy based scale-up. Figure 17 shows the grinding results obtained with four different mill sizes. It can be observed that similar grinding results were achieved in 1 l, 4 l and 25 l mills while about double the energy was required in a 0.25 l unit. From this work it appears that the minimum mill volume for direct scale up is around 1 l. The grinding media used in this work were ceramic beads, 0.6 – 0.8 mm in size.
The influence of the grinding chamber size on specific energy requirements is also presented in Figure 18 (Stender et al, 2004). In this work a wide range of stirrer speeds, media densities and sizes were tested. It can be observed that there is a significant difference between the three mill sizes (0.73 l, 5.54 l and 12.9 l), with larger mills being more efficient. This graph is different from the graph in Figure 17 because it does not indicate the “minimum mill size” appropriate for direct scale-up. Much larger media (up to 4 mm) was tested in this work compared to that used by Karbstein et al, 1996 (0.6 – 0.8 mm). This indicates that the minimum mill size for direct scale-up is dependant on the size of grinding media used. For smaller grinding media, below 1 mm, the minimum size of mill which would allow direct scale-up seems to be 1 liter. This does not seem to be the case for larger grinding media. More research is required to address this issue. Therefore, care should be taken when scaling up lab test results to full size mills especially when feeds coarser than 100 microns and products coarser than 25 microns are tested with grinding media larger then 2-3 mm. Pilot testwork is recommended to confirm the lab test results.
FLOWRATE LIMITATIONS

When considering the use of STIRRED MEDIA DETRITOR (SMD®) mills or ISAMILL®, it should be kept in mind that these mills are primarily designed to grind to very fine produce sizes (e.g. -20 microns at Mt Isa, Thalanga, Cadia and -10 microns at McAuthur River and Century). To produce these fine sizes, energy consumption in the order of 10-50 kWh/t is often required and therefore flowrates through the mills are relatively low (10-100 t/h) compared to that achieved in the primary grinding circuit. Theoretically, these mills can be used for grinding to coarser products, however flowrate constraints may in some situations be the limiting factor. This is especially important for the horizontally stirred ISAMILL® where the phenomenon of “hydraulic packing” has been observed (Roelofsen, 1991). The axial flow of slurry at high throughput tends to drag the grinding media towards the exit. This floating of grinding media result in inhomogeneous media distribution over the length of the milling chamber, with lower concentration at the feed end and higher concentration at the exit. As concentration of the media at the exit increases, the media motion near the mill wall becomes stagnant and at high flowrates heat generation increases. As mill size increases, tendency for hydraulic packing increases (Roelofsen, 1991).
Considering that hydraulic packing is observed in fine grinding operations where flowrates are low, it is expected that for coarser grinding applications with relatively low energy inputs (kWh/t), high flow rates would not be treatable in the horizontally stirred mills.

High flow rates and high slurry densities can cause fine grinding media discharge from the VERTIMILL® as observed in an industrial trial in Cannington’s lead regrind circuit where 5-10 mm grinding media was used. Conversely, there have been no media discharge problems reported for the VERTIMILL® VTM1500 operation in the Cannington primary grinding circuit with very high flow rates (around 600 m³/h) through the mill. The ball size used is 20-25 mm and it appears that the upward slurry velocity is not sufficient to fluidise and lift this coarse grinding media to the mill discharge level. Operational data confirm that VERTIMILL® VTM1500 at Cannington works efficiently (operational and energy wise) at low (2.5 kWh/t) specific energy inputs and therefore low reduction ratios.

FUTURE TRENDS

There has been a clear trend of increased usage of stirred mills in the mining industry over the last 10 years. Stirred mills are now considered standard equipment for regrinding and fine grinding duties and there are indications that they are being considered for use in primary grinding circuits. This is certainly true for VERTIMILL® grinding mills which have already been used in typical ball mill applications (e.g. Chino and Cannington).

LARGER UNITS

As demand for stirred mills increases, the ability to increase the size of the mills becomes imperative. The largest VERTIMILL® is VTM1500 with 1.1 MW installed motor power and Metso Minerals also offers 1.1 MW STIRRED MEDIA DETRITOR (SMD®) stirred mills. The latest development in ISAMILL® technology is a 2.6 MW, 10 m³ unit installed and operating in the Merensky Platinum Tailings retreatment process (Buys et al., 2005). The industry’s principal of “the larger, the better” will force development of even bigger units in the years to come. There are design, mechanical and operational issues associated with an increase in size that will require addressing.
**GRINDING MEDIA**

The quality of grinding media is an important factor influencing the efficiency of operation of stirred mills, STIRRED MEDIA DETRITOR (SMD®) and ISAMILL®. The highest quality of media available is manufactured beads which are used widely in other industries, however to date it has been cost prohibitive for use in the mining industry. Granulated slag from Mt Isa Mines and Colorado sand are the best quality of media used currently in the mining industry. Both are competitive, regular shaped and have a relatively smooth surface which minimizes the consumption of media and wear of mill internals. There are several other cheaper “local“ alternatives which have been tested (and used) by the industry. However operational efficiency is significantly lower.

The only way to further improve the performance of the stirred mills is to use quality grinding media. Grinding media selection should be based on the compromise between cost and the value of improved performance. With the price of manufactured media trending downward, mills operating with manufactured beads are likely to become a reality.

**CONCLUSIONS**

Stirred milling development work in the mining industry up until this time has been limited to that related to simply adopting the technology and making it work in high throughput, low value product conditions: larger mill sizes, low cost grinding media, wear protection, etc. Only limited work on the fundamentals has been undertaken and there remains many important issues of stirred milling operation which are not well understood by the industry.

In this paper, some of the important aspects of stirred milling operation, not commonly known within the mining industry have been discussed: grinding media motion, active grinding volume, wear of grinding media and energy transfer, stress intensity, scale-up issues and flow limitations. It is the author’s opinion that a knowledge of the fundamental processes occurring inside the stirred mills can be used to further optimize their operation.
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